The NEBO® Lite-Writer™ combines a smooth ballpoint tip pen, a bright LED light, and a stylus all in one. Inside the tip of the pen are 2 LEDs that will completely light up your writing space. Unlike other light pens that have the light and pen on opposite ends, the Lite-Writer™ shines light right where you need it. The 2 LEDs output 10 lumens, which can run continuously for 30 hours on the 1 AAA battery (included.) The impact resistant aluminum body features an ergonomic rubber grip for comfort while in use. The Light-Writer also has a steel belt/pocket clip. The ON/OFF button for the light doubles as a stylus for your tablet or smart phone. After a day or two of use on your mobile device, the screen is covered with smudgy fingerprints…not if you are using the stylus. The stylus’ soft, round, finger-like design provides better traction to work with all touch screens. Everyone uses a pen, everyone needs a light and let’s face it, we all hate smudge screen. The Lite-Writer™ is the 3-in-1 solution.